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Introduction 

[I] Hoani Hipango seeks an investigation into the election of two members to the 

committee of management of Atihau-Whanganui Incorporation held on 2 December 2006. 

He claims that the result is suspect on two principal grounds. Firstly, it is alleged that 

various invitation on ly pre-election meetings organised by the committee with incorporation 

resources were nothing more than an effort to present shareholders with a fait accompli 

concerning a proposed restructuring and to procure proxies for use at the incorporation 's 

annual genera l meeting to SUppOlt that change. This he argues was both unfair to all 

candidates and an improper use of incorporation funds. 

[2] Second, Mr Hipango says that serious procedural irregularities, including a failure to 

date and witness proxies accu rately and a lack of adherence to the constitution when 

replacing proxy forms , must cast doubt over the election sufficient to warrant either an 

investigation or a declaration of invalidity. 

[3] Mr Hipango claims that the background to these events was a plan by the committee 

to make changes to the incorporation's structure including the appointment of a full time 

chief executive. He flllther says that since opponents of the chief executive proposal were 

not invited to the shareholder meetings, - despite their best effOlts to obtain details of such 

hui - no alternative perspective was put to the meetings. More impOltantly, Mr Hipango 

alleges that if the two unsuccessful candidates not supported by the committee had been 

elected, then there was a real probability that the chief executive proposal would have failed. 

He seeks an order that the COUlt hold an investigation into the 2006 election. 

[4] The committee of management denies the app licant' s claims. They say that while 

there were minor problems with aspects of the election, those procedural deficiencies did not 

affect the ultimate outcome. They contend that the election result was correct and should not 

be displaced. They also reject the allegation that improper use was made of incorporation 

funds to SUppOlt any candidates and contend that the pre-election meetings were ad hoc and 

informal with the purpose of providing information to shareholders, nothing more. The 

committee denies the claim that they have acted improperly, that they took advantage of the 

meetings to gather proxies and that they have used incorporation funds inappropriately. 

[5] The principal issue for determination is whether or not the election has been 

rendered unsafe by the claimed procedural irregularities, which are sufficiently serious to 

justiry an order for an investigation into the election. A further matter for consideration is 
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whether the committee acted improperly in arranging meetings and nsing incorporation 

resources for those shareholder hu i during October and November 2006, prior to the annual 

general meeting of that year. 

Bacl<ground 

(6) Atihau Whanganui Incorporat ion is the owner of 4 I ,4 1.0 18 hectares of Maori 

freehold land, in accordance with the title order issued on II November 1969, 134 

Whanganui MB 93. There are currently 8,032 shareholders holding 1,256,529 shares. Of 

that number 277 shareho lders or 3.85% of the tota l hold almost 50% of the shares. The 

principal business activity of the incorporation is fanning. According to the 2008 annual 

repOlt, the incorporation received gross income in excess of $9 million but made a loss of 

some $2 million. It has net assets of approximately $1 I I million. 

(7) The current members of the committee of management are Dana Blackburn, who is 

the chairperson, Abraham Hepi, Don Robinson, Whatarangi Murphy-Peehi , Mavis Mullens 

and Che Wilson. Mr Wilson was elected at the 2008 annual general meeting. The chief 

executive offi cer is Chris Scan lon. 

Procedural history 

(8) The original application was filed on 31 January 2007, per section 269(6) ofTe Ture 

Whenua Maori Act 1993 and a copy was provided to the incorporation's so licitors on 7 

Februa,y 2007. Following th at the sol ici tors fil ed a notice of intention to appear on the 

application on 17 February 2007. By th at notice the incorporation contended that there was 

insuffic ient evidence to justi fy an order for investigation into the election and upon flllther 

grou nds yet to be submitted. 

(9) On 28 Februa,y 2007 Ms Batt contacted the case manager and advised that she was 

act ing for the applicant and sought ass istance for his legal costs from the Special Aid Fund. 

Then on 7 March 2007 an application for discovery of documents was fil ed on behalf of the 

app licant. A proposed judicial conference set down for 15 March 2007 was rescheduled to 

17 April 2007, 185 Aotea MB 195. After that conference orders were made granti ng 

ass istance for legal costs to the applicant. On that same day the respondents Ii led an 

application for security for costs. 
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[10] A further judicial conference was then held on 13 June 2007, 188 Aotea MB 229. 

At the conference Ms Batt confirmed that progress had been made and that an amended 

application was likely following the administering of interrogatories, which occUlTed on 26 

June 2007. Prior to that an application to amend the Special Aid estimate was received to 

enable Brian Herlihy, a former deputy registrar, to be engaged for the purpose of reviewing 

the proxy forms used at the 2006 annual general meeting. The respondents filed a statement 

in answer to interrogatories on 24 July 2007. 

[II] The application was subsequently amended on S September 2007 and set out five 

principal complaints: 

(a) five of the seven members of the committee voted themselves onto a subcommittee 

and improperly spent incorporation funds to inappropriately hold meetings around 

New Zealand that were used to seek proxy votes for selected committee of 

management candidates; 

(b) the avai lability and use of proxy forms in different formats , some of which were pre

printed , was the source of actual or likely confusion in respect of the conduct of the 

e lection; 

(c) the replacement of proxy forms without compliance with the constitution was the 

source of actual or likely confusion in respect of he conduct of the election; and 

(d) Turoa Ranginui and Tui Teka witnessed S6 proxies over two days and the 

circumstances in which those forms were witnessed requires investigation. 

[12] A further statement of answer to interrogatories was filed on 9 October 2007. Then 

on 10 October 2007 the respondents' solicitors asked the COUlt to direct that the applicant 

file evidence in sUPPOtt of his application within 14 days. In the absence of such evidence it 

was submitted the COUtt might consider dismissing the app lication. 

[13] A judicial conference was held on 16 October 2007, 194 Aotea MB 233 where the 

applicant's counsel expressed concerns over the use of proxies and their validity at the 2006 

AGM. After hearing from the respondents' counsel I directed that the application be set 

down for hearing on 20 November 2007, with a day and a half set as ide for that purpose. 

The app licant was given until the end of the first week of November to file and serve any 
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further evidence in support and the respondents had until 16 November to file any evidence 

in response. Another statement of answer to interrogatories was filed on 16 November 2007. 

[14] Two substantive hearings were held on 2 I November 2007 and 30 Janu3IY 2008 

which were both well attended by the parties and their respective supporters from amongst 

the incorporation shareholders and their whanau. Hoani Hipango, Hari Benevides, Anne 

Waitai, Hone Tamehana and Robert Gray filed evidence in SUppOlt of the application. [n 

reply for the respondents Whatarangi Murphy-Peehi, Dennis Brown, Charles Moodie, Don 

Robinson, Abe Hepi, Dana Blackburn, Frances Te Porana, Keri Browning, Turoa Ranginui 

and Toni Waho gave evidence. Mr Pat Brown was also called as an expel1 witness. 

The Chief Executive Officer proposal 

[15] [n August 2006, after considering the idea in June 2005, the committee of 

management decided to terminate the services of its then pal1-time secret3lY Harvey Bell, 

and instead resolved to pursue the appointment of a chief executive officer. [n his 

chairman's review set out in the incorporation's 2006 annual report Mr Murphy-Peehi 

emphasises the need for a chief executive given the unprecedented growth in the size of the 

incorporation's business to the point where it was now necessary to employee a full time 

professional, at page 20: 

", .. The increase in scale and size has occurred Jil relatively recent years. In the year ended 
June 2000 the total income before expenses lVas $3.8 mlllioIl. In the year ended June 2006 
the total income before expenses lVas $9.2 million. In the year ended June 2000 the cutTent 
value of assets lVas approximately $40 million. In the year ended June 2006 the cutTent 
calculation of assets was approximately $143 million .. 

The incorporation runs a big business. The Conm1ittee of Management's review of the 
Strategic Plan discussed at the mid year hui considered the need for the appointment of a 
Chief Executive to efficiently manage this large business, and the time for that appointment 
15 nolY ... 

... The appointment ofa Chief Executive Officer will mean that we WIJl have a highly skllied 
professional business manager JiJ charge, ensuring that what the Committee of Mamlgement 
detennines through policy and strategic planmilg is converted into action. ThiS lVill give the 
Committee greater confidence to govern, without interfering in the daily running of the 
organisatioIJ. The Committee's role in strategic direction and policy setting w/ll be 
paramount, with the CEO rwming the business on a daily basis, and reporting on those 
activities to the Committee. This is standard business practice. " 

[16] Mr Waho provides the most comprehensive background to the idea of employing a 

chief executive to take over the management functions of the incorporation at paragraphs 10-

45 of his brief of evidence. He sets out in detail how the committee had previously worked 
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closely with a related incorporation, Morikaunui, in 2003-2004 over a plan to amalgamate 

the two incorporations given their common shareholding and how he and the applicant were 

pali of a group opposed to that proposal. Mr Waho then relates how the close working 

relationsh ip between the two incorporations began to become unravelled with changes in 

both committees of management, accountants and secretaries following the 2004 election. 

These changes he says would have an impact on how each incorporation managed its own 

affairs since there was considerable overlap between the two in terms of personnel at both 

governance and management levels. 

[17] Despite this he says, relations between himse lf, the applicant and Ms Benevides 

amongst others, remained positive until 2005 when Mr Waho was nominated to the 

committee of management for Atihau Whanganui Incorporation, at paragraph 28: 

''In the lead lip to the 2005 electioll I was acutely aware that the politics within the 
Incorporation were notoriously fraught with backbitjl1g~ gossip and Tumour. Knowing that 
the applicant had opposed my appointment by proffering altemative candidates r decided it 
\Vas Iinpossible to fully trust the network orance Hanti-amalgamation" lTiends. That network 
included the applicant, Waila!; Benevldes, H Bell and M [Manson] Bell. I declded to stand 
as an independent candidale and visited key players within the Jilcorporatiol1 10 explain my 
position. From then on I extracted myselflTom the old netlVork." 

(18] Once elected Mr Waho says he became concerned with the lack of systems, policies 

and more importantly, the absence of any overall strategic direction. To remedy this he says 

various planning meetings were held to discuss strategy in June 2005, where he first 

formally raised the suggestion of appointing a chief executive, a suggestion unsupported by 

the committee. They were used to a more interventionist style of committee where members 

involved themselves in the day to day operations of the incorporat ion , a practice he believed 

was inappropriate. 

[19] In addition, Mr Waho states that as an interim measlll'e a part time secretary had 

been engaged at a cost of $75,000. This was then followed by the creation of an executive 

or HE-Team" comprising the secretary, accountant and newly established farm operat ions 

manager to deal with day to day management in the absence of a chief executive. Mr Waho 

then says that at his suggestion a number of subcommittees of the committee of management 

were created to formulate policy for implementation by the E-Team including farm 

operations and administration and policy subcommittees. Despite this he goes on to say that 

it soon became apparent to him that the lack of delineation between roles made the structure 

increasingly unworkable, at paragraph 34: 
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"The subcommittees began to take 011 their roles however the tensions within the Farm 
Operations Subcommittee never really dissipated. One of the problems J observed was that 
it never met. There were phone calls and ema/is and a confusion of roles between the 
aUlhority of the sub-committee and Ihe Chairman in relalion 10 Ihe FOM grelV. The 
Chairman was the dally boss of the FOM Sub·committee members allen lVanted to interfere 
with the FOM's activities. " 

[20] Then he says there were increasingly obv ious prob lems emerging over the conflict 

between divisions of committee members and shareholders as to the fundamental issue of 

how the incorporation was to function as a business in terms of governance and 

management. According to Mr Waho this tension manifested itself at the 2006 mid-year 

meeting which he describes as "unpleasant'. Following that he says at the August 2006 

meeting of the committee the decision was finally taken to terminate the secretalY's contract. 

At paragraph 46 he says: 

"After the decision \Vas made to terminate the secretary's contract I moved that we adopt a 
CEO-Board of Governors struclure. I reminded Ihe COM Ihal Ihey had rejecled Ihe idea al 
the June strategic planning meetings. The committee debated the issue and deCIded that it 
had been on the cards in the previous strategic plan. The COM agreed that we could either 
bnilg on a new secretary to work in the existing E Team enviromnent that would over time 
change to adopt a CEO-Board structure or we could accelerate the development of the 
struclure and ado pi Ihe CEO ear/y. I argued slrongly Ii) fa vour ofthe CEO posilion being 
created because I believed it would remove a lot of the confusion of roles and responsibIlities 
that pervaded the W<1y the COM and management functioned. " 

[21] From that point forward he says, tensions between the five members of the 

committee who supported the chief executive proposal, and the two who did not became 

palpable. Mr Waho then states how it was only after this key decision had been made that 

the idea of holding hui around the countlY to better inform shareholders of the proposal 

occurred to him. He was concerned he says at the possible suggestion that the committee 

were presenting the shareholders with a fait accompli, at paragraphs 50-51: 

'Vuring the amalgamation debate 1 had thought the COMs would ha ve done a better job if 
they had travelled the country to expl8Jil what it was they were trying to achieve. This idea 
came back 10 me in relation 10 Ihe CEO for A WHI because I believed shareholders should 
hear first hand about a major change in the organisations way of working. 

1 was worried that shareholders would first leam about the CEO structure through the mail
out. My experience with Maori is we prefer consultation JiJ person with face to face contact 
in Maori ways. ~Ve do not hke presentation of a fait~a-complit [sic] as ifit was consuitc1tion, 
especially not Ihrough documents. I discussed Ihis wilh Ihose of Ihe COM who supported 
the CEO concept and we planned how we could engage with shareholders effectively to 
sho w that our intentions to inform were genuine. They were supportive. Most of the 
planning took place prior to the October meeting where the idea was adopted. In October 1 
moved Ihal a CEO subcommittee be fanned 10 eSlablish Ihe posilion and hold pre-AGM 
consultation meetings that in my [mild would run as llUi. They were intended to be for 
information dissemination and the promotion of the CEO concept, not the gathering of 
proxies as Ihe applicanl alleges." 
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Shareholder meetings prior to the 2006 AGM 

[22] A subcommittee comprising five of the committee of management was then created 

to co-ordinate the process for appointing a chief executive officer. That sub committee then 

decided to hold a series of shareholder meetings at various locations throughout the North 

Island along with Christchurch . A decision was made to spend up to $5,000 on the costs of 

these hui. According to the respondents the purpose of the meetings was to inform 

shareholders of the chief executive proposal. Mr Murphy Peehi stressed that the rationale for 

these meetings was to " . . . bnng shareholders up to date with the new corporate structure with 

a CEO II) place, and any other questions the shareholders wanted to as1<'. The committee he 

sa id went to the shareholders " .. . because a major change was undenl'ay with the CEO 

proposal. If the CEO proposal wasn't gOll)g to be adopted that would be a backward step for 

the future ofthe Il)COlporation." Meetings were arranged at the following venues and dates: 

, .• . 

·· ATTENDEES 

Christchurch Commodore Hotel 24 October 2006 15 

Ratana Ratana Pa 31 October 2006 30 

Hamilton Private residence 9 November 2006 10 

Auckland Sky City Hotel II November 2006 30-35 

Wellington Quest Hotel 14 November 2006 20-25 

Palmerston North Mana Tamariki School 25 November 2006 12 

Whanganui Te Puni Kokiri 25 November 2006 30 

TOTAL 147-157 

ATTENDEES 

[23] In their answers to interrogatories dated 16 November 2007 the respondents through 

Mr Murphy-Peehi confirmed that the costs for these meetings amounted to $4,478.50, 

subject to adjustment for costs that were not in fact claimed by Messrs Blackburn and 

Robinson, at paragraph 5 of the Answer to Interrogatories. The respondents claim that this 
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series of information hui were necessary to give shareholders some insight into the ch ief 

executive proposal prior to the 2006 AGM. 

Election result 2006 

[24] Using the table provided by the applicant's counsel at paragraph 44 of closing 

submissions as a basis, the four highest polling candidates from the election for the two 

committee of management positions were: 

-'.~~,~.;:.' '::;:I~;:~L~ ,:, ~~/;~~. 7;;;l:~~{~t:~~f-~ ~~.~.~~: !:~·:~:!~.~,~~f~~"_:~ir I :f2',1.:~·~.-'·-,)··;.-<~· 
; ' ,: .. VOTES , :. ;·· ROBiNSON ·:." '\iHEI'I';' ; ,', WArrAI. BENEVlDES . 

Votes ITom AGM 130,323.1 1 129,821.11 144,498.83 134,787.99 

"Undated" proxies 74,936.66 77,702.76 3,225.14 5,645.37 

M Gray proxies 13,279.29 13,297.29 

TekaiRanginui 36,475.62 33,207.51 
proxies 

30 November votes 3,822.66 3,822.66 23.03 511.64 

Secretary 1,790.88 1,790.88 

TOTAL 260,537 245,728 147,747 140,945 

Independent audit of proxies 

[25] Following the first hearing, on 30 November 2007 for the sake of clarity I directed 

that an independent expelt be engaged to audit the proxy forms and identify those wh ich 

may have been questionable or that did not comply with proper process, 195 Aotea ME 187. 

Mr Pat Brown of Strettons, accountants of Taupo, an experienced professional well known 

for his work with Maori land trusts and incorporations, was then engaged by the registrar per 

section 40 of Te Ture Whenua Maori Act 1993 to undeltake a review of the proxies. 

[26] In that same direction I also noted that: 

<al there were aspects of Mrs Tui Teka's evidence that gave rise to concerns over what 

appeared to be inappropriate or naive behaviour regarding the collection and 

witnessing of proxy forms; 
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(b) proxy forms apparently stamped received by the incorporation secretaries on 29 

November but dated 30 November by the shareholder seemed an unolihodox and 

even unusual practice; 

(c) given the relatively small shares exercised by the secretary did the claim that he 

acted inappropriately by failing to abstain or vote in SUppOli of the status quo 

warrant any further consideration; 

(d) if the proxy forms called into question had no real impact on the election outcome, 

apali from effecting remedial corrective action for future meetings, was there any 

further reason for the proceedings to continue; and 

(e) the issue of whether a proxy form needed to be dated by the shareholder for validity 

required further submissions from counsel. 

[27] On 30 January 2008, Mr Pat Brown provided his report to the Court and made 

himself available to answer questions from counsel at the hearing held that same day. He 

stated that his review involved an assessment of the 2006 proxy forms held by the registrar 

and consideration of the systems and procedures for the distribution, collection and 

recording of proxies. In summary, he found no evidence of inappropriate practice in the use 

of proxies at the 2006 annual general meeting. His principal findings were: 

(a) the incorporation's process for distribution, receipt, review and recording of proxies 

was sound and proxy voting had been correctly recorded; 

(b) of the 370 proxies recorded as valid, 3 were identified as invalid, involving 1,665 

shares; 

(c) 367 proxies were thus valid. Two were not correctly signed and were disallowed. 

These involved 1,527.87 shares. Another proxy was invalid because the widow of a 

deceased shareholder had signed the form without any authority to do so and this 

affected a fuliher 137.55 shares; and 

(d) of the 367 valid proxies, 27 had a date recorded by the shareholder of30 November 

when the incorporation recorded its receipt on 29 November 2006 and these proxies 

related to less than 20,000 shares. While they may be questionable there was no 

basis to doubt the incorporation's date stamp of29 November. 
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(28) Mr Pat Brown also recorded that he found no reason to question the integrity of the 

incorporation secretary or registration officers in the context of proxy recordin g. He did 

note that on the issue of recording the proxies of shareh olders in attendance at the meeting, 

"enhancemellts' could be made. Mr Brown then observed that while a number of proxy 

forms were not dated by the shareholder "this exclusion does Ilot invalidate the 

appointment' since "the Illtellt is clear and definitive date is the date received at the 

Incorporations offici'. In any event he noted that the Court was considering the issue of 

dating by shareholders . 

Applicant's submissions 

(29) Cou nsel for the applicant submitted that there were four principal issues for 

consideration. First, the extent of disclosure provided by the Incorporat ion. Second , the 

legality of the meetings funded by the committee with shareholders around the countly. 

Third, whether the proxies that were counted toward the election should have been a ll owed 

and whether there were any proxies that were disallowed that shou ld have been allowed. 

Fourth, the impact of any of the meetings and proxy votes on the result of the 2006 election 

result. Ms Batt further submitted : 

(a) di sclosure liad been sought prior to 22 May 2007 where the applicant requested 

cop ies of the spreadsheet analysis undeltaken of the prox ies and voting verified by 

the secretary, chairman and scrutiniser along with copies of: 

( i) minutes relat ing to the associated documentation and the conduct of the 

election; 

(ii) any adv ice given by the incorporation secretary to the committee concerning 

the election; and 

( iii) email exchanges between the committee and the secretary concernll1g the 

e lection. 

(b) III response, . counsel for the respondents said that the votes were recorded 

electronically on a spreadsheet and all voting forms and the spreadsheet wou ld be 

lodged with the Court and made available if an investigation was ordered. The 

voting forms were not available for publ ic scrutiny without the authority of the 
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Court as voting is by secret ballot. Finally, there were no minutes, advice or email 

exchanges referred to previously; 

(c) fUlther interrogatories were administered to obtain information concemll1g votes 

from the floor of the election and the answer to the interrogatories dated 16 

November 2007 from the respondents was that an analysis had not been undeltaken; 

(d) despite the denia l from counse l for the respondents, the existence of certain classes 

of information could not now be denied. For example, emai l communications 

relating to the conduct of the elect ion were annexed to the brief of Denis Brown, the 

incorporation secretary. Then there was an emai l from one of the committee 

members Mr Toni Waho dated I November 2006 but only produced when annexed 

to the evidence of Mr Gray; 

(e) counsel for the respondents reply at the 30 January 2008 hearing is less than 

satisfactory. In response to the application for discovery the respondents deny the 

existence of information. When it became clear that there was information in the 

categories sought counsel for the respondents sa id that he was not aware of Mr 

Gray's brief and didn't know what he was going to produce and further that the 

incorporation was not deliberating holding back information but was merely 

responding to allegations; 

(f) these are inadequate responses to the application for discovery this lack of 

transparency with disclosure is of concern and invites investigation; 

(g) five of seven committee members voted themselves onto a subcommittee authorising 

expenditure to hold meetings around New Zealand used to promote the view point of 

the majority of the committee in respect of an issue that was pivotal to the upcoming 

election; 

(h) the app licant believes that the meetings were for the purpose of electioneering and 

this was an improper use of incorporation funds and were an inappropriate activity 

for the subcommittee to be conducting in any event; 

(i) two committee members, Colin Manson Bell and Robert Gray, who opposed the 

funding of the meetings and the appointment of a CEO, were not told of the times or 

venues for the meetings. Two of the election candidates were also not in formed 
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about these meetings. The family and friends of the candidates described by the 

secretaty as a "dissident shareho lder group" were not invited to any of the meetings. 

When these shareholders asked for details of the meetings it was not provided 

although it was in fact avai lable; 

U) Ms Benevides sought a schedule of meetings from Mr Brown on 6 November 2006 

and was advised that there was no schedule since what was intended was the 

arranging of informal meetings with various shareho lders around the country. Mr 

Brown confirmed he had no details of those meetings; 

(k) planning for the meetings was well underway by 6 November 2006 and this is 

confirmed by the email from Mr Waho dated I November 2006 where he said that 

plans for meetings throughout the rest of the motu were going well. A schedule of 

meeting dates dated 5 November 2006 was produced by Mr Gray from notes of a 

meeting held at Dana Blackburn's home; 

(I) the request from Ms Benevides for information about the meetings was copied to the 

chairman of the incorporation, Mr Murphy-Peehi who was involved in the 

subcommittee arranging the meetings. But he did not respond during cross

examination. Mr Waho said that the request for a schedule was not relayed to him 

although he could reasonably have been expected to have access to that information. 

Mr Bell says he received no response from Mr Brown for a copy of the schedule that 

he sent by email on 9 November 2006; 

(m) the arrival of "dissident shareholders" unexpectedly at the Ratana Pa meeting 

provoked comment that they were "gatecrashers." Mr Waho's evidence that this 

term related to behaviour rather than attendance is unsustainable when taken in 

context with the whole email and palticularly the statement that "we must be vigilant 

and act with the utmost diligence in preparation for the AGM;" 

(n) the failure to provide information to the "dissident" shareholders that did attend the 

meeting at Ratana Pa is consistent with the applicant's theory that these were secret 

meetings and that a decision had been taken to exclude people who were likely to 

express a contrary review. There was no advertis ing of the meetings, or minutes 

kept, no attendance lists and no list of invitees, all confirming the applicant 's 

suspicion that these were secret meetings; 
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(0) the major purpose of the meetings was to advance the CEO appointment proposal 

and this was a significant election issue. This makes it unlikely that the meetings 

were conducted prior to the annual general meeting for any other purpose other than 

to influence the election result; 

(p) had Ms Benevides and Ms Ann Waitai been elected, because of the balance in the 

committee of management, there would likely have been a change in approach to the 

CEO appointment; 

(q) the impact of the meetings should not be assessed purely in terms of proxies 

gathered although Mr Murphy Peehi in his supplementary brief has detailed a small 

amount of proxy gathering that occurred during those meetings. Mr Waho said at 

paragraph 59 of his ev idence that the pa'iicipation level in the 2006 election in 

person and by proxy was the largest ever. He goes on to say that in his view this 

shows that the committee had ignited the interest of the shareho lders who decided to 

express their views and furiher, that the candidates who supported the CEO won the 

election. The method by which the committee ignited that interest was by the 

meetings which contributed significantly to the fact that there were over 117,000 

more shares voted in the 2006 election than in the previous year; 

(r) several problems exist with the proxy forms that may have distorted the election 

result: 

(i) proxy forms were replaced without cancellation 111 writing. Mr Brown 

confirmed that he treated a later dated form as being a cancellation 111 

writing but this practice does not comply with the constitution; 

(ii) Tui Teka witnessed at least 63 proxies over two days. It is unlikely that the 

signatories were present when all those fonns were witnessed; 

(ii i) 140 forms are undated, leading to actual or possible confusion as to the 

circumstances in which they were witnessed; and 

(iv) 34 forms were dated 30 November 2006. The cut off time for filing was 

I Dam on that date it is unlikely that those forms were correctly witnessed. 
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(s) a fu.1her concern is the method adopted by Mr Brown for voting proxies. The form 

says in relat ion to the appo intment of the secretary as proxy you should instruct the 

secreta.y to vote for or against. In the case of eight shareholders who appointed the 

secretary as proxy it gave no direct ions as to the manner in which the votes should 

be cast, and so 1,790.88 votes were allocated as determined by the secreta.y . It is 

improper for the secreta.y to vote unless he is directed by the shareholder. With an 

issue of this nature he shou ld be neutral. As an employee of the com mittee of 

management exercising judgment on this issue he is making a decision that affects 

himself personally. While the votes were small they do make a difference in the 

analys is. This is an aspect of the conduct of the election that can and shou ld be 

cons idered in the context of deciding whether to order an investigat ion; 

(t) there was no mechanism to ensure that proxies that had been received in the office 

were not subsequently removed. The appli cant was told by Mr Murphy-Peehi that 

the latter had been through the proxy forms raising susp icion that shareho lders had 

been targeted to change their proxies but leav ing no evidence that th is had been 

done; 

(u) the impact of the meetings cannot be determined with any precision. It has been 

ca lculated that there were over 11 7,328 more shares voted in 2006 than in the 

previous year. The bulk of those shares were voted in favour of the two successful 

ca ndidates. One possible assessment is that the pre-election meetings generated the 

extra votes. If those extra votes are deducted from the declared resu lt , Ms Waitai 

would have had the most votes and Ms Benevides wou ld have been on ly 2,263 votes 

behind the second place getter, Don Robinson; 

(v) of 369 proxies, 140 were undated representing 98,463 votes. These undated proxies 

should not have been a llowed since the absence of a date has prevented any 

mean ingful analysis about the possible impact of the meetings on participation in the 

election by way of proxies; 

(w) if the 30 November 2006 proxies are el im inated because it is likely they were not 

signed on that date as well as those dated 29 November witnessed by Mrs Teka, th is 

contributes to the result being reversed in favour ofMs Waitai and Ms Benevides; 

(x) 13,297 shares were disallowed fo r the original proxy holder Mark Gray originally 

cast in favour of Ms Benevides and Ms Waitai. These were' subsequent ly replaced 
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by proxies in favour of the two successful candidates, Mr Robinson and Mr Hepi. 

These proxies should not have been disallowed because the replacement of a proxy 

by a later dated proxy does not comply with the constitut ion; 

(y) an obvious check of the validity of the election result would be to compare the floor 

votes with the final outcome. At the AGM all candidates had an 0PPOItunity to 

speak and present their views. Ms Benevides confirmed that she was satisfied that 

she had adequate opportunity to get her message across to the assembled 

shareholders. Mr Murphy-Peehi said that the meeting was supP0I1 ive of the 

majority position and that he received a standing ovation after delivery of hi s report 

to the shareho lders . The AGM was the only time in the campaign that there was a 

level playing field between the candidates. On the basis of the estimated figures Ms 

Waitai and Ms Benevides wou ld have won the election. This hypothesis has been 

interpolated from avai lable information but cannot be checked because a breakdown 

of votes from the floor has not been supplied; 

(z) if the proxy votes were excluded from the final result it is estimated that the resu lt of 

the AGM would be Ms Waitai would end up with 91,857.39 votes, Ms Benevides 

with 81,453.24 votes, Mr Robinson with 70,105.92 votes and Mr Hepi with 

54, I 56.58 votes; 

[30] In conclusion, counsel submitted that the incorporation is a significant business with 

a large land holding and over 8,000 shareholders. It must be managed in strict compliance 

with Te Ture Whenua Maori Act 1993 and the constitution of the incorporation. 

Appropriate governance standards are required of the committee to ensu re that the interests 

of the shareholders are adequately protected. The applicant as a concerned shareholder was 

motivated to file his application because of his concerns that the election results in 2006 

were unsafe for the reasons set out. Despite the fact that Mr Hipango has had to face the 

might of the in corporation and all its resources, and given the lack of adequate disclosure by 

the committee, the Court must be satisfied that there are now sufficient grounds to order an 

investigation into the election. 

Respondents' submissions 

[3 I] Mr Unsworth submitted: 
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(a) the allegation that the pre-AGM shareholder meetings were a ruse to gather proxies 

for committee members Don Robinson and Abraham Hepi is denied. There is no 

evidence to support the allegation and while the applicant is entitled to his own 

opinion as to the purpose behind these meetings, there is nothing before the COtllt to 

substantiate this allegation; 

(b) the subcommittee created by the committee of management had as its principal focus 

the progression of the Chief Executive officer proposal. The idea of holding 

meetings to better inform shareholders regarding this proposal came later. In either 

case the committee were acting within their mandate. The subcommittee did not 

seek to exclude anyone. The two committee members who were not elected to the 

subcommittee stood aside from the process as they did not support the idea of 

creating a ch ief executive position; 

(c) there is no evidence of any deliberate attempt by members of the subcommittee to 

exclude candidates for the upcoming election from attending the meetings. While 

the arrangements for the meetings were informal and ad hoc to accommodate the 

travel schedules and other business of committee members, there is no evidence of 

exclusion; 

(d) there is no evidence from the various shareholder meetings held before the 2006 

AGM to SUppOlt the allegations made by the applicant, beyond his own evidence and 

that of those suppOlting his position; 

(e) the evidence of Hari Benevides, Anne Waitai and Robert Gray reflects their own 

opin ions on these events. This does not however amount to evidence of sufficient 

credibility to confirm that the allegations have been made out. All three individuals 

have previously expressed their opposition to the chief executive proposal. It must 

also be borne in mind that these three witnesses have been unsuccessful candidates 

for election to the committee; 

(I) there is no evidence to SUppOlt the allegation that there was a concerted campaign of 

electioneering and proxy gathering at the various shareholder meetings held prior to 

the 2006 annual general meeting. Mr Murphy-Peehi's ev idence is that, apart from a 

handful of individuals, he was not provided with proxies for a significant number of 

shareholders as has been suggested; 
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(g) there is no way of knowing what effect if any the pre-election meetings had on 

shareholder voting and turn out for the 2006 annual general meeting. Any attempt to 

assess the effect and impact of those meetings would be speculation; 

(h) it is not unlawful for any person to ask a shareho lder to change their minds and cast 

a new proxy. From the ev idence of Dennis Brown, of the eleven proxies superseded 

by a later proxy, six were in favour of Mark Gray who was canvassing for Ms 

Benevides or Ms Waitai and five had instructions to vote for Robinson, Hepi or 

Peke-Taiaroa; 

(i) the cha irman has an obligation to examine the proxies to confirm the ir compliance 

with the regulations and the constitution. That is uncontroversial and is one of his 

duties; 

Ul the claim that the process of allowing a later proxy to cancel an earlier one does not 

comply with the constituti on is rejected . To be valid a subsequent proxy must be in 

writing, signed by the shareholder and lodged in the office of the incorporation in 

the appropri ate time. In this context it is important to cons ider the evidence of Mr 

Pat Brown who confirmed that overall the process for obtaining and using proxies 

was legitimate; 

(k) there is no evidence from any of the proxy givers to suppoli the applicant's 

al legations that proxies were somehow signed and witnessed incorrectly, on 

conflicting days or not in the presence of a witness. The applicant had ample 

opportunity to present such witnesses but fai led to do so; 

(I) counsel for the appl icant is ask ing the COU1i to reject all of the proxies collected by 

Mrs Teka on 29 and 30 November 2006 without evidence to SUppOli their inva lidity; 

(m) on the issue of the dating of proxies, the COU1i has previous ly held that there is no 

law requiring that the completion of a proxy requires dating to avoid invalidity: in re 

The Proprietors of Tahora 2el section 3 !ncO/poration (1962) 66 Wairoa MB 83. 

The more impoliant point is that the proxies signed by the shareho lder and witnessed 

were date stamped by the incorporation within the relevant timeframe. The Court 

must therefore find that these proxies are va lid ; 
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(n) the submissions regarding the exercise of proxies by the secretalY are irrelevant and 

rejected; 

(0) the various formulae on how the election result might have changed that the 

applicant's counsel propounds are irrelevant. They are supposition based on a lack 

of evidence, involve speculation and are nonsensical; 

(p) the claims of counsel regarding discovelY are rejected. If the applicant had any 

legitimate basis for his application then it should have been made with a proper 

evidential foundation. The efforts by counsel to shore up the applicant's "fragi le 

case" with complaints of non-disclosure are too late. The app licant should have 

assembled the evidence, asked the appropriate questions and when if not satisfied 

sought advice as to whether an application to the Court was warranted; and 

(q) there is ample evidence before the COUli to cast real doubt over the merits and 

motivations of the present applicati on. The applicant's attitude as an aggressive 

opponent of the committee is manifested by the nature of the special reso lutions he 

was proposing for the AGM and by the content of his email sent by Hari Benevides 

dated 30 November 2006. 

[32) In summary, Mr Unsworth implored the Court to dismiss the application and to 

award costs against the app licant. His clients considered that the application was without 

merit, lacked a proper evidentia l foundation and was motivated by matters known only to the 

app li cant and his supporters. The processes employed by the incorporation were robust and 

appropriate in all the circumstances. There was no evidence of wrong doing on the pali of 

any of the committee, their employees or agents. Indeed, the professionals employed by the 

incorporation at all times demonstrated a high degree of integrity and the Couli's 

independent expert, Mr Pat Brown, confirmed this. 

[33) Mr Unsworth argued that this entire episode has distracted the committee and the 

shareholders from their real priorities and was a proceeding without foundation from the 

outset. Counsel contended that the Court has a discretion on whether or not to order an 

investigation. On the balance of probabilities, counsel submitted that there was simply no 

basis for the COUli to exercise its discretion in favour of the applicant, given the paucity of 

evidence suppoliing his claims. Accordingly, counsel submitted that the app lication should 

be dismissed. 
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The Law 

[34] Section 269(6) of the Act states: 

"(6) The Court may, on the application of any shareholder or ollicer of the 
incorporation, investigate the conduct of any election of a member or members to 
the committee of management, and may either-

(a) Conlin]) the appointment of the person or persons elected; or 

(b) Dec/are the election invalid and order a new election to be held. " ... 

[35] This issue is considered by His Honour Judge G D Carter in the decision Rickard v 

Tuklii, Te Kopua 2BJ block Incorporated (2000) 92 Waikato MB 157. In that judgment, at 

page 161 , the leallled judge emphasised the discretionalY nature of the jurisdict ion: 

"In many cases where there is legislation aI/owing for elections to be challcnged strict lime 
limits are prescribed within which an application must be filed. Te Ture Whenua Maori Act 
1993 contains no such time IIinits. Sectioll 269(6} does provide that the Court may 
JilVestigate the conduct of an election and may come to a determination. This allolVs the 
Court's own discretion in coming to a decision. In some cases the breaches complained of 
maybe merely technical and have 110 bearing on the result of an ejection. In such cases the 
Court could lise its discretion JJotto interfere. However, IVhere the breach is fUJJdamentalthe 
Court 1V0uld have no altemative but to act." 

[36] In that case His Honour found that there had been a breach of basic procedure in that 

the respondent had been allowed to stand and had been elected to the committee of 

management contrary to the incorporation's constitution. The judge went on to declare that 

the election of the respondent was invalid by virtue of breach of the provisions of the 

constitution of that incorporation. The Court removed the respondent and this caused a 

casual vacancy. 

[37] On the issue of the dating of proxies, the only significant authority that has emerged 

is Kapene & Ors v Baker & Anor - Tahora 2el section J - (1962) 66 Wairoa MB 83. 

Reference has also been made to the judgment of His Honour Judge N F Smith in Tlbble v 

Sadliel; Pahhikura AI (1961) 129 Waiapu MB 243. [note that Judges Smith and Sheehan 

express contrasting views as to the effect of dating on the validity of a proxy. It should be 

underscored however that Judge Smith in Tlbble was dealing with a case of alienation by 

lease and so he stresses the necessity of documents being appropriately dated to avoid any 

potential for fraud or other improper purpose. In the Tahora decision Judge Sheehan was 

dealing, like the instant case, with a situation of election of members to a committee of 

management of a Maori incorporation. 
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Discussion 

[38] It is an understatement that Atihau-Whanganui Incorporation is a substantial 

business. It requires both competent governors dealing with policy matters and professional 

management from experienced executives. Anything less would not be in the interests of the 

underlying owners of the land and assets of the incorporation- the shareholders. The sheer 

sca le of the incorporation's activities as a fanning and business venture must put it within 

the top 5 or 10 % of Maori land organisations, comparable with Parininihi ki Waitotara, 

Wakatu and Mangatu incorporations and the Lake Taupo Forest, Lake Rotoaira, Pukeroa 

Oruawhata and Tuaropaki trusts. The incorporation's recent sett lement of outstand ing 

Treaty of Waitangi claims against the Crown has added a further and significant layer of 

resources to the committee 's existing responsibilities. 

[39] As a general observation, it is evident that the incorporation has been undergoing 

some change in the manner in which it both governs itself and conducts its business . It has 

been, one might suggest, a fundamental change in both philosophy and approach. Evidence 

was given by Mr Waho as to the way in which past committees have, in his view, concerned 

themselves with management and governance rather than maintaining an appropriate 

separation, for example at 197 Aotea MB 66. Mr Waho referred to the past practices of the 

committees from the 1970s up until 2004 suggesting that a more "professional" approach 

was necessary in the twenty first centllly, one that involved implementing a policy of clear 

de lineation between governance and management. A cornerstone of that policy was the 

appointment of a chief executive to manage the affairs of the incorporation. Previously, 

according to the evidence, the "E-Team" dealt with what were effectively the management 

aspects of the incorporation's activ ities on an interim basis . The chief executive position 

would doubtless subsume those responsibilities into the one position. 

[40] There can be little doubt that any change, particularly one of such moment in the 

history of the incorporation, is bound to excite shareholder responses, both for and against 

the proposa l. This is understandable and indeed, unsurprising. That the change has created 

some tension and even hostility between committee members, shareholders and their 

supporters was equally predictable. Shareholders who have been used to participating 

directly in the running of the incorporation 's business through election to the committee and 

then dealing directly with staff, budgets and balance sheets on a regular basis might find the 

delegation of those roles to one individual surprising, even startling. They might also find 

the transi tion process uncomfortable. 
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[41] The issue certainly caused disagreement within the committee itself. Arguably the 

best evidence on the process and the underlying background came from Toni Waho and 

Manson Bell, the latter of whom relayed how he was opposed to the chief executive position 

as a concept primarily because of a lack of detail about the role, 197 Aotea MB 21. While 

he was careful not to say that he agreed with what had happened, he did nonetheless express 

support for the chief executive today, despite misgivings over long-term sustainability. Of 

course Mr Bell like Mr Gray had been appointed a "daily supervisor" on an interim basi s 

according to Mr Waho and they also opposed the appointment of a farm operations manager. 

So it is at least arguable that there has been some blurring in their roles as governors and 

employees that may have affected, to a degree, their views on the restructuring proposals . 

[42] In a telling comment Mr Bell noted how his opposition to the chief executive issue 

had become personalised and how the committee itself had become unnecessarily divided 

into what others on the committee called opposing "camps", 197 Aotea MB 21, 24. So this 

background to the application provides some context for the present proceedings where a 

change in governance in management has provoked a wide range of responses it would seem 

from the shareholder community, including members of the committee, past and present. 

[43] What is beyond doubt however is the fact that the allegations made by the applicant 

are serious. In essence, he claims that the committee has used the incorporation's resources 

to unfairly conduct secret meetings in bad faith to promote the chief executive concept and 

to gather proxies to use at the AGM. That concept was uppermost in the minds of the 

committee and indeed was one of the principal decisions for the hui in the context of the 

elections. Mr Hipango also claims that the committee deliberately withheld details of the 

"secret" meetings to ensure a contra.y view was not put and to shut out the candidates 

standing for election who opposed the chief executive concept from attending. Thi s he says 

has unfairly affected the election outcome. 

[44] He alleges further that committee members have abused their pos itions by accessing 

proxies, identifYing opponents then lobbying those shareholders to change their votes to 

support the committee's stance. Even more serious, Mr Hipango goes on to allege that 

proxies were obtained and used improperly, despite obvious defects on their face leading to 

invalidity, and contrary to the incorporation's constitution, to procure an election result that 

su pported the committee's preferred candidates. Unsurprisingly, as I have noted previously, 

the committee completely refutes all the allegations without exception. 
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[45] I have treated the present proceedings as an inquilY into whether an investigation per 

section 269(6) was justified, as discussed with counsel at the November 2007 hearing, 197 

Aotea MB 3-6. Given the extensive evidence and submissions of the parties, I am satisfied 

that the key issues have been thoroughly canvassed, sufficient for me to determine whether 

an investigation is warranted. By way of observation, it is arguable that to a considerable 

extent, the detailed and comprehensive extent of the parties' respective cases cou ld be 

treated as an investigation as if an order had in fact been granted per section 269(6) of the 

Act. 

Shareholder meetings held prior to the 2006 AGM 

" . . . As tar as I'm concerned if the meetJilgs lVere available for everybody to go to and /0 
make everybody alVare of the new direction, fine, but [ don't think enough people actually 
went, J don', l(]}olV who went to the meetings, but J know that I've relations in l¥ellington 
and he was never invited and he's quite into the AtJ]laU, so the mistake that's been made / 
think is the fact thaI the meetings weren 'f open enough and far and wide. " 

Manson Bell, 197 Aotea MB 22 

[46] It is within the power of the committee to call shareholder meetings for legitimate 

purposes and to use incorporation resources for such hui. Indeed, given the nation-wide 

spread of ownership beyond tribal boundaries it is eminently desirable that committees of 

management and trustees alike do all they can, within reason, to keep their owners informed 

of the business of the incorporation or trust. The deleterious and continuing effects of 

individualisation and fragmentation are compounded fUlther by the impact of urbanisation 

and disconnection from iwi healilands with the resuit that often Maori land managers do no 

have addresses for large numbers of their owners . The transitional lifestyles and 

employment opportun ities of many within the shareholder community often exacerbates this 

problem to the point where many Maori have become absentee landowners oblivious to the 

fate and destiny of their ancestral lands - lands over which they are the custodians for their 

lifetimes. 

[47] Accordingly, in this twenty first-century global village, communication via all forms 

of ava ilab le media and through the use of regular hui both at the hau kainga and in other 

locations of significant shareholder concentration is to be encouraged. Keeping owners 

informed and involved in discussions on key issues must remain a priority for Maori land 

managers where resources support such initiatives. I therefore take no issue with the 

mandate of the committee to call meetings to keep all shareholders informed of development 

plans, to obtain feedback on specific proposals and to cons ider those responses in the 
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committee's decis ion making processes so that consultation with shareholders remains 

mean ingful. It must be stressed that all shareholders are entitled to notice of sllch hui, 

regardless of whether or not their circumstances permit their attendance. 

[48] Similarly I find nothing untoward in the process for creating the sub-committee, its 

membership and its allocation of the modest sum of $5,000 for the purpose of such hui . 

Indeed, the committee members who were not part of the subcommittee remained outside of 

that group by choice, not because of any deliberate attempt at exclusion, as relayed by 

Manson Bell: 197 Aotea MB 24-25. His evidence was that he did not wish to be part of 

committee promoting an idea that he did not SUppOit . He also confirmed when questioned 

by me that by the time of the hearing at least he had no issues with how the process 

unfolded, apart from a lack of notice to potential attendees, 197 Aotea MB 24: 

HCollrt: So do you ha I'e COI1CenlS as to how these meetings bad been conducted? 

ilfl' Bell: Not really, the board majority decIded they were going to have the meetings and 
they took place and that was the way it is, hke [ saId before, the only tluilg is, just !Tom 
hearing what 's been saId today is that the meetings, there should have been more people that 
should been able to go, it should have been advertised that we're having meetings in your 
area or whatever, 110 I dJdn't make a song and dance about it . They went arollnd and did il. 

Court: Let's just say you were prepared to accept the majority decision to conduct the 
meetings, 10 form the subconwlittee and to vote the funds for the purpose. 

MI' Bell: Yep. 

COllrt: And YOllr only criticism, if yo II could label it that, is itwollid have been preferable 
that the mee/Jilgs were properly advertised two a wider shareholder community. 

illl' Bell: Definitely, given that it's sllch a big thing for Atlltall to appOJilt a CEO and this 
openness, ii's what J believe in, everybody should have a chance 10 listen and make their 
own minds up and 1101 be influenced by. " 

[49] Compare this however with his email to Mr Brown dated 9 November 2006 and 

included with the evidence of Robert Gray where in rather forceful terms Mr Bell makes his 

displeasure at having to ask for the meeting details quite plain. He also says that the 

meet ings should be for all shareholders located in the relevant district where the meetings 

were held that nor just for" ... a segregated felV. It 's a set up!' So at one point both Mr Bell 

and Mr Gray did seek details of the meetings and their evidence is that it was not provided. 

That omission seems surprising. It must also be remembered that by 5 November 2006 

details of the meetings were at least prepared in draft for the hui to be held at Mr Dana 

Blackburn's home, which is considered later in this judgment. 
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Organisational failures with shareholder meetings 

[50] Turning then to the meetings my overall assessment of the pre-AGM hui process is 

negative. In short, the meetings were poorly organised and less than I would expect of the 

incorporation. It is conceded that there was no advertising, no record of invitees or attendees 

and no record kept of what was presented and discussed. In my experience of shareholder 

meetings, informal or otherwise, this seems inexplicable. When using incorporation 

resources in this manner it is the duty of the committee to ensure proper records are kept. 

Otherwise, allegations over improper use of incorporation funds can be given life by the 

absence of minutes, schedules, invitee lists and related documentation. In the business world 

it would be surprising, I suggest, for an organisation of comparable size to conduct important 

meetings of its shareholders in such a fashion. To an extent, taking into account the 

background and history to the 2006 AGM, and considering the evidence of how the 

meetings were arranged and conducted, it is perhaps unsurprising that the applicant has 

levelled his existing allegations at the committee. 

[51] It should be noted however that Mr Waho stresses the view that the meetings were 

arranged according to various travel and business schedules of himself and other committee 

members and so these arrangements involved a degree of flexibility and change depending 

on circumstances. Mr Waho also underscored the fact that the subcommittee had allocated 

only $5,000 for the hui and so adveltising costs would exceed that mandate. This was 

possible he says when the extens ive advertising costs relating to the various special 

resolutions that had been requested by the applicant are considered. 

[52] Even so, while in the circumstances a degree of informality is understandable, and 

the meetings had to fit in with other imperatives, the irony is that the committee were 

promoting - via the chief executive concept - a more professional approach to how the 

incorporation conducts its business. The "organising" behind these hui fell sholt of 

"professional". Even Mr Waho accepted, in effect, that while funds were limited, if the 

meetings were to have any reach into the shareholder community, advertising of the hui 

should have occurred. The complaints from the applicant and his supporters would have had 

less weight if, as Mr Bell suggested, more people had been adv ised of and invited to the 

meetings. I see nothing unreasonable in that suggest ion. 

[53] With the benefit of hindsight it is obv ious that it would have been preferable that the 

shareholder meetings complained of were properly advertised, publicly or at least to the 

shareholder community, as far as this was possible in the time avai lable. Mr Waho agreed 
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that this would have been preferable, 199 Aotea MB 123, as did Mr Murphy-Peehi, 197 

Aotea MB 65, while noting that the timeframe was tight. Mr Bell also agreed that more 

effolt should have been made to advertise the meetings more widely, as did other witnesses. 

The evidence of Mr Waho and Mr Gray confirms that shareholders meetings were organised 

around the time of Ms Benevides request for information on the dates and venues. I also 

accept Mr Brown's evidence that he was not aware of these arrangements when he replied to 

Ms Benev ides request on 6 November 2006. 

[54] My conc lusion is that the committee failed to arrange these important meetings to a 

reasonable standard of professionalism by adveltising, by keeping li sts of invitees and 

attendees and by keeping minutes or at least a record of what had been discussed. In the 

circumstances, taking into account the significance of the chief executive proposal and the 

impOltance of this issue for the up coming annual general meeting, these hui should have 

been advel1ised. While poor organisation of such hui is not unlawfu l or a breach of the 

incorporation constitution, the committee must accept the criticism that they should have 

done more to better organise these meetings, and keep proper records as to what occurred. 

Compounding these organisational failures was the "decision", inadvel1ent or otherwise, not 

to provide details of the meetings to Ms Benevides and the applicant when they specifically 

requested that information. 

Failure to invite shareholders to the meetings 

[55] Mr Waho's email of I November 2006 refers to "surprise visitors" at the Ratana hui 

and how they had "caused disruption" . He also refers to "plans for meetings throughout the 

rest of the motu going well" and how all co-ordinators are " nearly in place" while travel 

arrangements and venues were "looking good". Then there are the notes of the meeting held 

at Dana Blackburn 's home 4 days later on 5 November 2006, which included a schedule of 

the proposed meetings. So it seems clear enough that by this date the details of hui, even if 

on ly tentatively made, were available from Messrs Waho, Murphy-Peehi, Robinson and 

Blackburn by 5 November 2006. Ms Benevides request to Mr Brown was made the next 

day. Mr Brown replied that he had no details of any meetings . I have a lready accepted his 

evidence on this point. 

[56] The real cause of this communication confusion lay, it wou ld appear, with the 

committee members, Waho, Blackburn, Robinson and Murphy-Peehi in not passing this 

information on to Mr Brown, the secretary. Mr Murphy-Peehi was part of the presentation 

team and so it is obvious that he would have known about the proposed meetings schedule. 
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Ms Benevides says she included Mr Murphy-Peehi in her emai l communication with Mr 

Brown but rece ived no reply from Mr Murphy-Peehi. If Mr Brown did not know then 

presumably he might have directed Ms Benevides for details to Mr Murphy-Peehi and the 

other subcommittee members in the first instance or he might have asked Mr Murphy-Peeh i 

directly. 

[57] Mr Unsworth submits that the applicant, Ms Benevides and Ms Waitai all attended 

the Ratana Pa meeting, wh ich had been arranged by SOIya Peke-Taiaroa, according to Mr 

Waho's evidence, 199 Aotea MB 118. Yet they say they were not invited or notified and 

found out about the meeting by chance, 197 Aotea MB 17-1 8. I acknowledge the claim that 

the meetings were not a "meet the candidates" event, apal1 from perhaps the Ratana meeting. 

Even so, I find it difficult to accept the suggestion that there was no information on the 

proposed meeting dates that cou ld not have been given to those owners seeking such detai ls. 

[58] There is no evidence of a general and public invitation to shareholders in general, let 

alone the applicant and his suppol1ers in particular, despite their requests for that 

information. There was no advel1ising, no mail out to shareholders (apal1 from possibly for 

the Ratana hui by one of the candidates and the Whanganui hui), no postings of a notice on 

the incorporation website or related organisations' notice boards, 197 Aotea MB 58. Cel1ain 

shareholders were telephoned or advised by word of mouth. It seems inexplicable that 

information about the shareholder meetings was not provided to those shareholders that had 

made a specific request. The fact that Ms Benevides was to be a candidate in the upcoming 

election is irrelevant. She is a shareho lder entitled like any other to attend shareholders' 

meetings. 

[59] With respect I struggle to understand why she and other interested shareholders were 

not advised of the meetings when by the 'time of the hui at Mr Blackburn's home on 5 

November 2006, which was to have been attended by most of the committee, a draft 

schedule had been prepared. It would certa inly have been inappropriate if the details of the 

meeting schedules were de liberately withheld from Ms Benevides and the applicant. 

Shareholders are entit led to infonnation on where and when shareholder meetings have been 

arranged. It is the duty of the comm ittee of management to provide that information when it 

is requested and if they do not know then they shou ld find out. After all , it is their 

responsibility to know such details, given the circumstances. 

[60] In addition, whether or not the applicant and his suppol1ers from amongst the 

shareholders were to receive a repeat performance of an earlier presentation on the chief 
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executive proposal at subsequent meetings as counsel contends is, with respect, irrelevant. I 

stress again, it is elementalY that shareholders of Maori incorporations are entitled to attend 

any meeting of shareholders arranged by their committee to discuss whatever subjects are on 

the agenda for the meeting and any other matters properly raised and considered appropriate 

by the chairperson of the hui. Shareholders are entitled to attend, to ask questions, to 

challenge the proposals and express their concems and reservations. What they cannot do is 

give false, incorrect or misleading information to the meetings or behave inappropriately by 

disrupting a meeting to the point where chaos ensues and the hui must be abandoned. 

[61] The proper place for debating policy issues and any other matter relevant to the 

incorporation's shareholders is at a properly convened shareholder meeting. There can be 

nothing controversial about that and committees of management should do all they can 

within reason to ensure the shareholders are invited to such meetings and that there is 

informed and robust debate about issues of importance. Indeed, that is what I understood Mr 

Murphy-Peehi to say at paragraph 4 (e) of his original brief of evidence where he notes 

".,,[e]velyone was welcome at every meeting we had" Which can be contrasted with Mr 

Waho's reference to "surprise visitors', notwithstanding his subsequent explanation, 199 

Aotea MB 126, and Mr Murphy-Peehi's apparent failure to respond to Ms Benevides email 

request for details of the hui. 

[62] Ultimately, if the chief executive concept was sound, presumably the shareholders 

would support the proposal once they had the relevant facts, the pros and cons before them. 

Whatever the eventual outcome it was not unreasonable to expect a contrary view to be put 

to the meetings by the applicant, the candidates or even Messrs Gray and Bell. If they were 

not invited to the meetings or did not receive details when they requested that information 

then no such view could be put. For the committee's processes to be transparent in 

accordance with best practice, then some improvement on organising such shareholder 

meetings in the future will be necessary. What should also be borne in mind by the 

shareholders is that, while I agree with the applicant's criticisms over how the meetings were 

arranged, the final decision on the chief executive proposal lay with the committee, not the 

annual general meeting. 

[63] My conclusions are that the applicant and his supporters were not told of the 

meeting arrangements even when they had specifically asked. It would not be unreasonable 

to infer from the evidence that they were not welcome at the hui despite what Mr Murphy

Peehi says. Certain members of the committee, for whatever reasons, saw the applicant and 

his group as troublesome, negative and a distraction for the shareholder meetings. That is 
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clear from the evidence. What is equally clear, as I have stressed ad nauseum, is that the 

applicant, like any shareholder, was entitled to notice of the meetings and entitled to attend. 

The fact that requests for meeting details were not met does not reflect well on the 

subcommittee. 

[64] I therefore do not accept the suggestion by Mr Waho set out in paragraph 8 of his 

brief that the committee is entitled to meet with select groups of shareholders without notice 

to all other shareholders when the claimed purpose is to engage with shareholders over the 

chief executive proposal. The distinction between general meetings, to which all 

shareholders are entitled, he seems to further suggest, and "other" meetings is, with respect, 

art ificial and somewhat disingenuous. As a general principle, either a committee calls a 

meeting of all shareholders publicly notified for a legitimate reason or it calls a meeting of 

select shareholders for some other purpose. I cannot see how it would be appropriate for the 

latter to occur with incorporation resources and be organised by the committee. Such a 

process would be irredeemably tarnished by the taint of impropriety. I do not suggest that 

the committee's reasons for calling the meetings were anything other than for genuine 

discussion of the chief executive proposal , but the argument that it is entitled to call groups 

of shareholders together without any obligation to notify all shareholders is untenable. 

[65] Finally on this issue I observe that it would have been politic and sensible from a 

tactical perspective in terms of an overall strategy for the su b-committee to ensure those 

opposed to the concept who were in fact standing for election were personally invited to the 

meetings . Then some genuine debate over the concept could have occurred which would 

have informed the shareholders as to the issues they needed to consider for the upcoming 

AGM. After all, I am told that this was the purpose behind the meetings: to inform 

shareholders of the chief executive concept. That would then have eliminated a substantial 

palt of the present application. 

[66) Put another way, if as has been acknowledged, the meetings were properly not ified 

to the shareholder community, then Mr Hipango 's allegation of secret meetings held in bad 

faith could never be sustained. I fail to discem any legitimate reason for the decisions of 

celtain committee members to apparently withhold such inconsequential information from 

shareholders if the purpose of the meetings was to inform and enlighten, as claimed. The 

applicant's criticisms about a lack of disclosure of the hui arrangements despite specific 

requests for those details are therefore justified. 
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Proxies 

[67] The applicant has raised concerns that the use of proxies has improperly affected the 

outcome of the election. It is noted that counsel also argued that the combined use of 

proxies and the impact of the pre-election meetings distOlted the election result with the 

effect that the wrong candidates were successful. From counsel' s submissions, five 

essentially procedural issues concerning proxies can be distilled: 

(a) whether the proxies witnessed by Tui Teka are valid; 

(b) whether the "undated" proxies are va lid; 

(c) whether the prox ies dated 29 November by the incorporation and then 30 November 

by the shareholder are valid; 

(d) whether replacing a first proxy form with a subsequent fo rm amounts to a 

"cancellation" in wri ting as requ ired by regulation 18 of the Maori Incorporations 

Constitution Regulations 1994 and clause 18 of the incorporation constitution, and if 

not, whether the second or both forms are invalid ; 

(e) whether proxy forms exercised by Mark Gray were incorrectly deemed invalid; and 

(f) whether it was lawfu l and appropriate for the secretary to exercise prox ies where the 

shareholder had not expressed a view. 

[68] Then there is the allegation concerning whether the chairperson had unfai r access to 

proxies and used hi s position to firstly, identi ty and secondly, to then lobby celta in 

shareholders opposed to the chi ef executive position to change their minds. Similarly, there 

is the claim that there was no effecti ve mechanism for recording proxies once received by 

the office so that if they were subsequently removed and rep laced, some record would exist 

to confirm that that had occUlTed. 

[69] As a general principle, there must be clear evidence that on balance renders all 370 

proxies voted in the 2006 election inva lid - surely a serious step in any circumstances and a 

high threshold to reach - before exclusion is tenable. To excise these votes Iil toto from the 

elect ion process, in the absence of conclusive evidence of error with the necessary 

consequence of invalidity would disenfranchise a sizeable section of the shareho lder 
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community on what may be a tenuous basis. That said, I acknowledge there are categories of 

proxies within the overall election process that do require careful assessment as to their 

validity . 

Proxies witnessed by Tui Telm 

[70] I consider that the process for the procuring and use of proxies was problematic, at 

least in pat1, and par1icularly where Mrs Tui Teka had some involvement. Her evidence was 

at times confused bordering on implausible. While I accept that she believed that she had 

acted appropriately, I found some of her answers during questioning slightly naTve and on 

occasion, somewhat wanting in credibi li ty. For example, the gathering of such numbers of 

proxies in the time available and at geographically challenging locations seems a Herculean 

effort, but clearly not an impossible one if this evidence is to be believed. The presence of 

corroborating testimony from those who gave proxies or who accompanied her during her 

"campaigning" might have cured this uncertainty. 

[71] Even so, there was no evidence that Mrs Teka had not witnessed shareholder 

signatures in front of the individual concerned merely an allegation that she had not. When I 

put it to her that counsel for the applicant was really suggesting that Mrs Teka's claim to 

travelling considerable distances in 48 hours to obtain proxies and to then lodge them before 

lOam on 30 November 2006 was simply a story she had made up, Mrs Teka did not appear 

fazed by this suggestion . Neither did she appear outraged or even indignant at the 

allegation, which in crude terms was that she was not being truthful. That of course spoke 

vo lumes in the context of her overall reliability as a witness. But the shor1 point is that, 

while I found parts of her evidence confused and even less than credible, the applicant did 

not produce any witnesses to confirm that they had not signed their proxy form in front of 

Mrs Teka. 

[72] Based on the evidence presently before the Court, despite my reservations as to 

credibility and weight, in the absence of compelling alternat ive evidence, on the balance of 

probabilities and by a narrow margin, I see no aitelllative other than to accept as va lid the 

proxies witnessed by Mrs Teka. If the app licant had produced a credible witness to deny 

Mrs Teka's claims then a different outcome concerning the proxies she co llected might have 

been the result. But all that was available was the evidence of Mr Gray that in his 

experience over may years of collect ing proxies the numbers claimed by Mrs Teka seemed 

excessive, thus casting of doubt over her reliability. I also note for completeness that even if 
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I determined that the proxies collected by Mrs Teka were in fact inva lid , that findin g alone 

would not alter the election outcome. 

Dating of proxy forms 

[73] On the issue of whether a lack of dating by a shareholder when signing a proxy 

renders it invalid, Ms Batt cited the decision of Judge Sheehan Kapene & Ors v Baker & 

Anor - Tahora 2Ci Section J - (1962) 66 Wairoa MB 83 . She quoted the learned j udge at 

page 90 of the decision where he said that he " ... conculTed entirely lVith the desirability of 

completing the proxy by datJllg ... " but that he " ... could find no imv to support it ... ". 

[74] Ms Batt fwiher noted that the regulations in force in 1962 mirrored almost exactly 

the word in g of the 1994 regulations, especially the words " . .. must be in the form in the first 

schedule hereto or to the lIke effect ... ". There was however, a subt le difference between the 

1955 and 1994 regulations, that being the use of the 1V0rd "shall' in the former and "musf' 

in the latter. Ms Batt submitted that the 1994 regulations with the use of "musf' were more 

mandatory than the "shall' in the 1955 version. 

[75] The authors of the Concise Oxford English Dictionary (Eleventh edition 2006) 

Oxford University Press, New York, define "musf' as " to be obliged to; should' and 

"express/ilg /i/Slstence;" whereas "shall' is defined as "expressing the fUture tense' or 

"expressing a strong asseltion or intention" and "expressing an instruction or command'. 

Similarly, Spi ller in Butterw01ihs New Zealand LalV Dictionary (Sixth edition, 2005) 

LexisNexis Li mited defines "shalf' as "in statutolY intel]Jretation, a tenns generally used to 

/inply that a provision is mandatory'. As I indicated during the hearing, considering their 

plain and ordinary meaning, "shall' and "musf' are synonymous and so, with respect, little 

turns on thi s argument. 

[76] Counsel then contended that form 1 makes no reference to any of its provisions, 

including dating, bei ng opti onal. In other words, form 1 includes a provision for the date 

and accord ingly, counse l argued, if there is no date then the proxy must be inva lid. Indeed, I 

understood her argument was that if any of the information required in fo rm 1 was omitted 

then the proxy form couldn't be valid. I do not agree. If the words "or to li ke effect" were 

not present, then counsel's argument would be more sustainable. This issue was canvassed 

extensively with both coun sel: 199 Aotea MB 134-1 39. If regulation 17(2) read " ... A proxy 

must be appointed by notice in writing IiI form I in Schedule 2 to the regulations" there 

could be no ambiguity and the incorporation would have to use form 1 exactly. Any 
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deviation from its requirements would render the proxy invalid . But "to like effect" 

provides some wriggle room, especially when regulation 17 is cons idered . It states: 

" ... 17 Appointment 
(I) A proxy for a shareholder is entitled to attend and be heard at a meet/jIg of 
shareholders as ifthe proxy were the shareholder. 
(2) A proxy must be appointed by notice in writing in form I in Schedule 2 to the 
regulations or to the like effect. 
(3;' The notice must be signed by the shareholder and witmssed. 
(4) The notice must state the particular meeting for which the proxy is appointed. 
(5) Any peison offull age and capacity, other than a member of the committee or a 
person who has consented to be l10minated for election as a member of the committee, 
may be appointed ,15 the proxy of any shareholder or any trustee of any 
shareholder ... "(Emphasi s added) 

[77] There are five questions to consider when a proxy is used. Firstly, is the person 

giving the proxy a shareholder? Second, does the proxy conform with form I in schedule 2 

to the regu lations "or to the like effect"? Third, does the proxy form have the date of the 

meeting recorded, so as to eliminate any claim that a proxy given in 2005 is being used for a 

2006 meet ing of shareholders? In other words, can it be discern ed on the face of the form as 

for which specific meeting the shareholder has signed a proxy? FOUlth, has the shareholder 

signed the proxy form and has it been witnessed? Fifth, has the proxy form been received by 

the incorporation 48 hotlrs prior to the stalt of the meeting or at stich later time as the 

chairperson of the incorporati on may permit? 

[78] While I accept that there is a slight tension between regulation 17 and form I, in that 

the regulation makes no reference to the date of signing while the form does, the words "to 

the like effect" are relevant. They make room for the possibility that a proxy form may be 

more informal and something less than form I, provided the terms of regulation 17 are 

satisfied. The critical quest ions set out in the preceding paragraph underscore the central 

purpose of a proxy: can a committee of management or the Court determine the 

shareholder's intention from a signed proxy form? Put another way, is it sufficiently clear 

on the face of the form that the shareholder for the meeting in question has appo inted a 

proxy to vote one way or the other on a resolution? 

[79] From the evidence, it appears that the five quest ions set out in paragraph 77 can be 

answered in the affirmative when the proxy forms in issue are assessed. The only area of 

possible unceltainty concerns the second question and the interpretation and application of 

the words "or to like effect". Having considered counsels' submissions on the point, 1 

cannot agree that a lack of dating by the shareholder is fatal to the validity of the proxy. 

Indeed, to describe them as "undated" is, with respect, slightly mislead ing - not dated by the 
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shareholder but received in time by the incorporation is a more accurate description. I make 

no suggestion of course that counsel has been at all misleading. It is simply the labelling of 

these specific forms in a pejorative manner that may cause confusion. 

[SO) More impOltantly, the crucial date is when the proxy was received by the 

inco'lJoration. The "undated" proxies lVere stamped received at the offices of the 

incorporation prior to the cut off time of 10.00am, being 4S hours prior to the annual general 

meeting. The incorporation's officers and those staff responsible for the task gave evidence 

on the process, which was not successfully challenged during cross-examination or cast into 

doubt by alternative evidence. I therefore endorse the decision of Judge Sheehan, including 

his careful review of the relevant rules that there is no law requiring the dating of proxy 

forms by the shareholder. Counsel could not point me to any contrary authority that holds 

unequivocally that if a proxy form is not dated by the shareholder in the context of 

regulation 17 then it is invalid. 

[S\) My conclusion therefore is that the "undated" proxy forms, being those date 

stamped received by the incorporation yet undated by the shareholder are valid. Given the 

volumes of shares covered by proxies falling into this category and their crucial place in the 

counting of votes for the election, the effect of this finding is to confirm as valid the election 

on 2 December 2006 of Don Robinson and Abe Hepi to the committee. 

Proxy forms dated 29 and 30 November 2006 

[S2) Counsel for the applicant argued that since there was not means of recording the 

date on which a proxy was dated before it was stamped at the office this would throw into 

doubt the validity of a proxy where two forms had been submitted. In other words, unless it 

was clear that one of the forms was received later, how could one be preferred over the 

other? Mr Brown gave evidence as to the process by which proxies were received, date 

stamped, reviewed and then confirmed or rejected as to validity, 197 Aotea MB 69. He then 

gave an assurance that any fOims received after 10.00am on 30 November 2006 were not 

accepted: 197 Aotea MB 71. He also said, in effect, that while he noticed some forms were 

stamped 29 November by the incorporation and were hand dated 30 November, this was 

immaterial to the validity of the proxy, 197 Aotea MB 69: 

''Mr Brown: J wasn 'f concerned about the dates its not a requirement for vaIJdity and J 
noticed that there were one or two or three or four that bad a date stamp on them that 
preceded the date that had been hand written and J jllst assllmed Ihatln some cases people 
had thought that ifil's a laler date Ihen thai might be a good 111J11g." 
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(83) More imp0l1antly, he noted that this issue covered only 11 proxies and in any event, 

from his recollection they were evenly split in terms of support for the two successful 

candidates and the two runners up. Equally importantly, Mr Brown confirmed that, in any 

event, the votes of these particu lar proxies would have had no effect on the ultimate election 

result: 197 Aotea MB 70. Ms Te Porana and Ms Browning, both employees of the 

incorporation also gave evidence, inter alia, on this issue: 197 Aotea MB 3 1-32. Then there 

is the review of the proxies by Mr Pat Brown. Having reviewed the evidence of the 

witnesses [ am not persuaded that anything of moment turns on the dating issue. [n the 

absence of any evidence to the contrary, [ find therefore that the proxies dated by the 

incorporation 29 November 2006 but with a later date from the shareholder are valid. 

Cancellation and replacement of proxies 

(84) Regulation 18 states: 

" .. . 18 Cancellation and lapse of appointment 
(I) An appollltment as proxy may be cance/led III wliting by the shareholder who made the 
appointment and either lodged at the office of the incorporation before 10 a'clock in th e 
morning ofthe last workIng day before the day of the meellng or lodged with the chairperson 
of the mee/filg. 
(2) An appointment as proxy sha/l lapse In ,1ccordance with the terms of appointment or on 
the death offhe person giving the proxy or on the cancellation orllle appointment as 
provided in subclause J of this rule. 
(J) Ifa person who has appointed a proxy attends the meellng personally and notifies the 
chairperson (hat he or she is present and the chairperson notifies the meeting accordingly, the 
proxy shall not vote on behalfofthat person afler the chairperson's notification; but the 
validity ofvotJllg that has already been completed before that notification to the meellng 
shall not be affected thereby. .. " 

(85) Ms Batt argued that any replacement of proxy forms by members of the committee 

must be invalid since they were effected contrary to the constitution of the incorporation. 

Clause 18.of the constitution simply repeats regulation 18. Mr Brown's evidence was that if 

two proxy forms for one shareholder were received he treated the latest as valid and in effect 

a cancellation in writing of the earlier form, 197 Aotea MB 72: 

''Mr Brown: Well, what J am sayJiJg is that there were eleven out of four hundred and 
something situations where a shareholder signed tlVO proxy fomls, just eleven situations and 
so III deahng with that situation I had a look at both forms and made a judgment based on the 
inforInation that lVas there, whether it lVas date stamped. lVeJJ, 1 can't remember, it was 011 a 
case by case basis and I recall ha vlng no real dIfficulty In decidlllg which is which, but it 
seemed to me inappropriate to deprive a shareholder of the right to be present by proxy and 
to have his or her vote counted merely because they had changed their mJiJd as to IVhat they 
lVanted to do about it and if it lVas able to be deterInined that one form lVas later than the 
other, then it seemed to me that that lVas the appropriate actions [sic] takel1. " 
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[86] The issue is simply if a shareholder completes a second proxy form, does this 

comply with regu lation 18 or clause 18 of the constitution as a cancellation in writing lodged 

the last working day before the meeting or given to the chairperson? Alternatively, does the 

completion of a second proxy invalidate both forms? Again, the key question is on the face 

of the documents, wou ld an objective eye be able to quickly discern the shareholder's 

intention? Part of the background is the fact that Mr Waho sent a letter to certain 

shareholders urging them to vote for Abe Hepi and Don Robinson at the 2006 AGM. In the 

letter he states " ... Even though you may have already sent in or given away yow' proxy, you 

may send 111 another one. I wge YOIl to use he proxy fOlm enclosed The latest date on the 

proxy fonn dete1mines which is valid" He notes that " ... some of you received a leller 

from one of our kaumatua wam111g you that "all is not lVell at Atihau to the extent that the 

majOljty have recently voted to appoint a CEO." It shou ld be noted that at paragraph 18 of 

Mr Brown's brief he makes the point that only two proxy forms as sent out by Mr Waho 

were accepted as valid and these involved 1,641.35 votes - hardly a determinative parcel of 

votes. 

[87] As a starting point I consider that participation by owners of Maori land and 

shareholders in Maori incorporations must be encouraged, particularly given the fact that 

involvement by these groups in the meeting process is often quite low. Consider for 

example this incorporation. It has over 8,000 shareholders, accord ing to the evidence, and 

yet less than 400 indi viduals attend the general meetings in person, or less than 5%. And by 

all accounts that is a sign ificant turnout in the history of genera l meetings for this 

incorporation. This is not an isolated situation either as I am aware of the generally low turn 

out at general meetings across every Maori Land Court district where the same observation 

can be made with most Maori land management structures from the largest to the smallest. 

Ironically, on a proportionate basis, it is often the larger, more successfu l and resource rich 

trusts and incorporations who have the smaller turnouts compared to more modest hapu and 

whanau based entities. 

[88] In the absence of any explicit provrsron m the Act, the regulations or the 

constitution, I would agree that, if the intention of the shareholder can be discerned on the 

face of the form, then treating the second proxy form as cancelling the first is not an 

unreasonable interpretation. A shareholder is entitled to have a change of mind and still 

have their vote counted at the meeting. By implication if not expressly, the second form, 

provided it comp lies in every other respect with the regulations and the constitution, ought to 

be treated as cancelling the first. If there was any ambiguity as to what the shareholder 

intended then the result should be the invalidity of both forms. I hold that in the absence of 
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any contrary authority, the submitting of a second proxy form has the effect of cancelling the 

first. Consequently, the proxies affected by this procedure are valid. 

[89] In the context of remedial action for the future, it may be sensible for the committee 

and the shareholders to consider carefully how the potential for ambiguity concerning 

cancellation of proxies can be minimised if not eliminated. The constitution and proxy form 

could be amended to reflect the practice more explicitly so that there is provision for 

cancellation by completing a fresh form. Alternatively, the committee and shareholders may 

prefer a statement on the face of the form that if two proxy forms are provided, in the 

absence of an explicit cancellation in writing, both forms will be rendered invalid. As a 

general principle it is always preferable to eliminate the potential for doubt if at all possible. 

Proxies of Mark Gray 

[90] I understood Ms Batt's argument to be that Mark Gray's proxies amounting to 

13,297 shares had originally been cast in favour of Ms Waitai and Ms Benevides and that 

they were changed by replacement forms in favour of Messrs Robinson and Hepi - para 43 

of closing submissions. Mr Gray's evidence seems to suggest that he was surprised more 

votes were not cast in favour of the two unsuccessful candidates Waitai and Benevides due 

to anecdotal evidence of shareholders who presumably indicated that they had voted for the 

candidates Mr Gray supported. He claims that he had gathered proxies representing 

approximately 120-150,000 votes, a huge number by any standards . Yet he goes on to say 

that he understood that the final amount allocated to his father was less than 60,000 and that 

Mr Brown advised him that 12 proxies for his father were disallowed affecting "just under 

20,000 shares". Mr Gray says that this figure was also below the number of votes he was 

confident he had secured. 

[91] Counsel did not deal with this matter in any detail in closing submissions, apali from 

contending that approximately 13,000 shares voted in favour of Messrs Hepi and Robinson 

should instead be reversed to support Ms Waitai and Ms Benevides. Unless there is evidence 

that somehow the proxies Mr Gray believes he procured were allocated somewhere else then 

this argument is untenable. Once again in this context the report of Mr Pat Brown must be 

considered. More importantly, even if these 13,000 votes were reallocated as Ms Batt 

argues, this would still not alter the election outcome given my earlier findings on what 

counsel calls the "undated" proxies. 
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Proxies exercised by the secretary 

[92] While those proxies that were exercised by the secretalY have raised comment from 

the applicant I find nothi ng exceptional in their use by Mr Brown. Simi larly, I find that the 

suggestion Mr Brown acted out of personal considerations unsupported by the evidence. 

More impOliantly, as counsel from the app licant conceded these votes were in any case 

irre levant to the election outcome. If on the other hand the proxies held by the secretary 

were crucial to the success or failure of contentious votes then that would be quite different. 

In such circumstances there would be a more compelling case to discount those votes. I 

agree with Ms Batt that in the absence of a clear direction to vote one way or the other the 

secretary exercising votes by proxy should adopt a neutral stance and either support the 

status quo or simply abstain. 

[93] For the avoidance of doubt it may be sensible to alter the rules of the incorporation 

to ensure that the forms make it plain that where a shareholder has not expressed a 

preference then the secretary can support the status quo, abstain or vote as they secretary 

sees fit. Then the shareho lder has a series of options that he or she can turn their minds to 

when completing a proxy form. Alternatively, it may be si mpler to make provision for 

complete invalidity if no preference is expressed to support or oppose a specific reso lution . 

It seems rather untidy to leave the matter unresolved now that it has been raised during these 

proceedings. The committee shou ld consider this matter velY carefully in the new year and 

raise it for discussion at the next general meeting of shareholders. 

Access to proxies by the chairperson 

[94] Mr Murphy-Peehi appeared uncertain as to his access rights to the proxies at the 

incorporation offices, under what circumstances and whether he himse lf had actually 

reviewed proxies other than those he coll ected. Mr Hipango alleges that Mr Murphy-Peehi 

told him that he had reviewed the proxy forms for the purpose of identifying shareholders 

that suppOli ed the chief executive appo intment process so that Mr Murphy-Peehi might 

persuade those shareholders to change their minds. Unsurprisingly, Mr Murphy-Peehi 

refuted this claim. In response to my questions he stated that his review of the proxies was 

confined to those that had been given to him and that he was simply double-checking that 

they were correct. When I put it to him that he should have checked them for accuracy the 

first time he looked at them he again said he was double checking that they were correct, 197 

Aotea MB 55-56. More importantly he explained on oath in answer to my question that he 
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did not review any other forms. While I know that the applicant says Mr Murphy Peehi told 

him that he had indeed done so, his evidence in open Court was to deny that claim. 

[95] The difficulty for the applicant once again is that there is no evidence before me 

from any shareholder to confirm the allegation is correct. While Mr Gray refers in his brief 

to an example of shareholders being approached for proxies, that of itself is not unlawful or 

in breach of the constitution. If the evidence confirmed that members of the committee used 

their positions to access proxies for the purpose of identifying shareholders with the 

intention of persuading them to change their vote to support the committee's preferred 

candidates, that would be unfair and an abuse of that position. In such circumstances I 

would have no hesitation in ruling any such proxies improperly obtained and therefore 

invalid. But beyond the applicant's asseliion, which is denied by the witne$s, in the absence 

of any other evidence to corroborate the claim and lend credence to the applicant's theory of 

what transpired, I make no finding on what mayor may not have been said between these 

two shareholders. Only they will know for sure and in any case, there is no evidence that 

significant shareholdings were affected by this claimed procedure to impact definitively on 

the 2006 election result. 

Effect of shareholder meetings on 2006 election outcome 

[96] On the available evidence there is simply no objective means of assessing the extent 

to which the shareholder meetings had an effect on the 2006 election. There is no evidence 

that the meetings were used to procure significant numbers of proxies that then had a direct 

influence on the election outcome. While there is evidence that the volume of shares voted 

and the numbers of individual shareholders who attended the hui were more than in previous 

years, it remains difficult to conclusively determine to what extent the meetings were 

influential. To say that they had absolutely no effect is unrealistic. To claim that they 

directly resulted in the election of the two candidates who were successful is equally 

untenable. On balance I find that it is not unreasonable to accept that the shareholder 

meetings must have had some effect on the election result but that it is simply impossible to 

conclusively determine the extent of that effect. 

[97] While counsel for the applicant contends that details of the floor vote at the hui are 

likely to be more reliable, her submission is also premised on the argument that all the 

proxies ought to be discounted completely. As I have already held, that submission cannot 

be sustained because the affected proxies are, in my assessment, valid. To discount and 

remove them from the equation on the evidence would be inappropriate and consequently, 
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the election result cannot now be displaced. As a general observation it must be obvious that 

proxies are an inescapable aspect of vot ing in Maori incorporations si nce the Act and the 

regulations make provision for their use. Shareholders and those seek ing their favour will 

continue to court votes by proxy. The question here is si mply how can the exist ing 

processes be improved to avoid the confusion that has arisen surrounding the 2006 election? 

Some suggestion s have already been made and it is now up to the committee to consider 

what its response to these issues will be in due course. 

[98] For completeness, I note that while there is nothing unlawfu l about comm ittee 

members wr iting to shareholders and advocating that they vote a particular way, care must 

be taken to ensure that the risk of a perception of interference or possible undue influence is 

minimised. I was surprised to see from the ev idence that completed vot ing fo rms were bei ng 

circu lated to shareholders, some of which may have already cast their votes. That surprise 

was compounded by Mr Murphy-Peehi's statement at paragraph 4 (I) of his first bri ef of 

ev idence that during the shareholder meetings" ... it was clearly stated by me that we were 

not there to collect proxies or to tell people how 10 vole - Ihalwas up to Ihem." 

[99] If committee members were advocating a pal1icular pos ition, then in exercis in g their 

judgment carefully, it ought to have been obvious that in fairness the alternative view and 

the reasons behind it were also put to the shareho lders for considerat ion. While I 

acknowledge that those support ing the appl icant's concerns had themselves written to 

shareholders in fairly pal1isan and unequivoca l terms, they are not the com mittee. It is the 

committee that has been entrusted with the shareholders' confidence, and where poss ible in 

such situations it should demonstrate leadership, whatever the possible original reason or 

provocation might have been. On this occasion at least, responding in like kind, on 

reflection, may have been unnecessary. 

Disclosure 

[100] It is of concern that materi al emerged during the hearings that ought to have been 

properly di sclosed, including the email s of Mr Waho and Mr Brown. They do confirm that 

the meetings were to some degree organised and make it clear that a modicu m of preparat ion 

and plannin g was evident. I would have expected that any correspondence not cove red by 

privilege that concerned the shareholder meeti ng arrangements was relevant to the 

appli cant' s request for proper discovery. These items should have been disclosed from the 

outset. They do provide confirmation that details of the some of the meet ings were available 

at the time of Ms Benev ides' request. It was just that Mr Waho, Mr Blackburn and others 
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who knew had not made Mr Brown aware of those arrangements. Mr Wah a and Mr 

Blackburn should have provided those details if they were aware of the request by those 

shareholders seeking such information. Mr Murphy-Peehi was also copied into Ms 

Benevides communication but as counsel stated, no response was forthcoming. As I have 

already noted, there can be no real justification for failing to provide such details to any 

shareholder. That said, as my ultimate conclusion is that the application cannot succeed 

because the proxies dated by the incorporation but undated by the shareholder are valid, then 

little turns on these emails apali from providing a revealing window into the discussions of 

committee members. 

Relationships 

[101] I have hesitated long before making any comment on the tone and content of the 

evidence but on careful reflection consider this observation appropriate. I was surprised by 

the rancour and hostility displayed as between committee members themselves and between 

committee members and shareholders - more so when the close \Vhanau links are 

considered. Aspects of the correspondence were equally disconcerting in its content and 

tone, which in at least one instance bordered on hysterical - and I do not use that description 

lightly. That the chief executive idea had engendered such friction within Atihau 

Whanganui confirms that the implications of the proposed changed must have cut deep into 

sections of the shareholder community. The past and present overlapping roles carried out 

by many who gave evidence in this case underscores the close affinity of the shareholders to. 

each other and to the land over many long years of association and involvement. That 

involvement, generally speaking, ought to be a strength for the incorporation, where this 

deep well of knowledge and experience should be seen as an asset rather than as a liability. 

[102] I do not doubt for a moment that the applicant and the respondents both sincerely 

believe that they have the interests of the shareholders as a whole at heart and are acting 

from genuine concerns for the long term future of this cornerstone tribal asset. But given the 

stakes involved, I would have thought that some minimum levels of professionalism and 

civility were required in terms of relationships - cel1ainly in formal settings, despite the 

conflicts and disagreements that seem to be a natural pal1 of collective ownership of 

resources in any culture. While individuals and their suppOiters may disagree, and do so in 

the strongest possible terms, the tone of some of the evidence was both disappointing and 

inappropriate for those canying such impOitant responsibilities. I include both committee 

members, past and present, and shareholders that have pal1icipated in the processes before 

me in this observation. That allegations ofthIeats to personal safety have been made in open 
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COlllt must be deeply di stressi ng for the individuals invo lved and doubtless the shareh o lders. 

They have reposed, to a significant degree, their trust and confidence in the committee, wh o 

are the custodians of these important cultural and economic assets, to act in a manner 

congruent w ith the significance of those responsibilities. 

[1 03 ] Similarly, th ose who hold key shareho ldings will al so maintain thi s same sense of 

respons ibili ty, which I have no doubt, they will continue take serious ly, as is their right. In 

this context, criticism of the applicant for bringin g these proceedings is not entirely 

warranted s ince, as I have found , there were aspects of these events, part icularly the 

shareholder meetings and a ll the surrounding circumstances, that were wanting. Potenti al 

enh ancements to the proxy procedures have also been ident ifi ed and while the applicant has 

not prevail ed on the principa l application, the proceedings did provide an opportunity for a 

rev iew of re lated aspects of the committees ' performance. 

[104] When all the events complained of are carefully considered, because of certa in 

errors actual or perceived , communication mishaps, heated exchanges and the resultant 

animosity that had arisen over the chief executi ve proposal, it is unsurprising that the 

ori ginal appli cation was fil ed. Having reviewed a ll the evidence I can understand why the 

applicant may have be lieved that something untoward was brewing, until all of the re levant 

facts were d isclosed through these proceedings, expl anations provided and an independent 

audit o f proxies by Mr Pat Brown was completed. Put another way, I acknowledge that the 

applicant' s concerns were genuine, and I accept his evidence that the application was not 

motivated by malice, even though ul timately, regarding the proxies, hi s concerns on crucial 

issues were unfounded. 

[105] In conclus ion, the 2007 and 2008 annual accounts confirm that Atihau Whanganui 

st ill faces many chall enges. The degree to whi ch global factors continue to wreak havoc on 

the local fanning environment cannot be underestimated as commentators forecast a 

deepening recess ion in 2009. It is obvious therefore that a firm hand is needed at both the 

governance and management level s o f this organisation to ensure th e incorporation is we ll 

pl aced to weather the unsettling economic times that lie ahead. To maintain the support o f 

their d iverse shareholder base in such challenging times the comm ittee and the chief 

executive will doubtless ensure th at where improvements in shareho lder communications 

can be made and enhancements to feedback opport unities are ava ilable they will ac t 

appropri ately. Once again I encourage this committee, li ke a ll other Maori incorporations, to 

do a ll they can, w ithin reason, to engage their shareho lders at every ava ilable opportuni ty on 

important issues to the fullest extent possible. 
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Decision 

[106] I decline to exercise jurisdiction to order an investigation into the 2006 elect ion for 

two members of the committee of management for Atihau Whanganui Incorporat ion. 

Accordingly, the application is dism issed. 

[107] The committee are directed to raise the matter of changes to the constitution and 

proxy form as referred to in paragraphs [89] and [93] of th is judgment with the shareholders 

at th eir next general meeting and report to the COllli on the outcome within 30 days of that 

hui. 

[108] Costs follow the event. However, without hav ing heard from counse l yet, my 

preliminary view is that costs should lie where they fall. [n any event Mr Hipango is in 

receipt of Special Aid. If the incorporation considers that costs remain a live issue, and 

be lieve that an order per section 40(4) of the Lega l Services Act 2000 is appropriate, then 

counse l for the respondents have until 20 Janua,y 2009 to file a memorandum. 

[109] Counsel for the applicant wi ll then have 14 days to rep ly before any decision is 

issued. For an example see Eriwata & Drs v ErilVata - Waitara SD section 6 & 91 Trust 

(2006) 165 Aotea MB 37. 

Pronounced in open COlili in at 7 '1S- ...wpm 

on this day of /)IiCEMt5eR/ 2008 

//~' / 
/ L R Harvey 

~~D~ 


